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Abstract
Cloud computing is a model that is used for enabling convenient, 
on-demand network to a shared pool of configurable computing 
resources that can be instantly provisioned and released with 
minimum management effort or service provider interaction. 
Access control has vital significance in cloud computing, where 
data files are stored in the cloud server. In current schemes, the 
cloud server typically needs to consult the backend authorization 
server, when processing access control request from data users. 
This will put a heavy burden on the authorization server, and 
therefore introduce Denial-of-Service attack on it. The results 
show that our scheme is quite improved, because it separates 
the authorization process from the access control process. By 
doing so, the burden on the authorization server is reduced, and 
the Denial-of-Service attacks on it during access control process 
are avoided. Also we have added the ontology concept with the 
RBAC to enhance the access control power.
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I. Introduction
Cloud computing is a growing area within the field of information 
technology (IT). Cloud computing is a model that can be used 
by different type of  users to access various types of applications 
or services with minimum effort and time [1]. It provides the 
storage, processing, or higher level of abstraction for large 
number of applications. Cloud computing provides different nodes 
to share data on the same platform. Examples of these nodes 
are end user computers, data centers, and Web Services and a 
network of nodes as a cloud. The main idea is to bring all feasible 
resources and services to the cloud and make it possible to access 
those services easily regardless of time and location [2] Cloud 
computing security is a sub-domain of computer security, network 
security, and information security [3]. It provides protection to 
data, applications, and the associated infrastructure of cloud 
computing. Access control services [4] should be flexible enough 
to capture dynamic, context or attribute based access requirements, 
and provide easiness for the enforcement of the principle of least 
privilege. Such access control services required to integrate 
privacy protection requirements derived from complex rules. It 
is important that the access control system deployed in clouds is 
easily managed and its access allocation is administered efficiently. 
It is also important to make sure that the cloud delivery models 
[5] provide access control interfaces for proper interoperability, 
which demands for a policy neutral access control design.

The various services provided by cloud architecture are as:

A. Software as a Service
A SAAS provider enables user’s access to both resources and 
applications. SAAS also makes it possible to have the similar 
software on all of your devices at once by accessing it on the 
cloud [2].

B. Platform as a Service 
A PAAS enables users to access those components that they require 
to develop and operate applications over the internet [2].

Fig. 1: Over View of Cloud Computing

C. Infrastructure as a Service
An IAAS deals basically with computational infrastructure. In 
an IAAS agreement, the subscriber completely outsources the 
storage and resources [2].

 
Fig. 2: Cloud Architecture

II. Existing System

A. RBAC Model or Architecture
RBAC in which permission are associated with roles and users 
are assigned to appropriate roles Role Based Access Control 
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(RBAC) using Reference Ontology presents a RBAC model for 
Multi-Tenancy architecture for specific domain [6]. Ontology 
transformation algorithms are described to compare the similarities 
of different ontology. It provides benefit to reduce the complexity 
of system design and implementation.
Three important rules that are defined for RBAC is as:
1. Role assignment/allocation- Using this rule each user is assigned 
a role.
2. Role authorization-. With rule 1 discuss above, this rule ensures 
that users can take on only roles for which they are approved
3. Permission authorization- A user can implement permission 
only if the permission is authorized for the user’s active role. 
Along with rules 1 and 2, this rule ensures that users can use 
permissions for which they are permitted.

Fig. 3: Represents Role Assignments and Permission

B. DDOS ATTACK

Distributed denial of service attacks may be defined as attacks 
which are launched by multiple zombies or compromised nodes 
to send large number of requests to a target node in the network 
at very short time intervals. As a consequence, the target node 
is flooded with more number of requests than its maximum 
processing capacity, thus incapacitating it from providing any 
further service to its clients.[7] More specially, distributed denial 
of service attacks lead to exhaustion of the limited energy resources 
of a target node, owing to the large number of requests towards 
it. 

1. Types of DDOS Attacks

(i). UDP Flood
User Datagram Protocol is an unreliable networking protocol. One 
common DDOS attack method is referred to as a UDP flood. On 
the target machine, random ports are flooded with packets that 
cause it to listen for applications on that those ports and report 
back with ICMP packet.

(ii). SYC FLOOD
The SYN-ACK communication process works like this:
First, a synchronize message, is sent to the host machine in order 
to start the conversation.
Then the request is acknowledged back by the server. It sends an 

ACK flag to the machine that started the handshake process and 
waits for the connection to be closed.
The connection is completed when the communicating machine 
closes the connection.

(iii). Ping of Death
Ping of death is a denial of service attack that manipulates IP 
protocol by sending large number of packets than the maximum 
byte granted, which underneath IPv4 is 65,535 bytes. The resulting 
packets cause servers to reboot or crash.

(iv). Reflected Attack 
A reflected attack is that attack where an attacker creates fake 
packets that will be sent out to multiple computers as possible. 
All of the computers will try to communicate at once and this will 
cause the site to be bogged down with requests until the server 
resources are exhausted.

(v). Peer-to-Peer Attacks
A peer-to-peer server is exploited to route incoming traffic to 
the target website. People using the file-sharing hub are instead 
sent to the target website until the website is overwhelmed and 
sent offline.

(vi). Nuke
Damage and fragmented ICMP packets are sent via a modified 
ping utility to keep the malicious packets are to be delivered to 
the target. Eventually, the target machine goes offline. This attack 
focuses on computer networks and is an old distributed denial of 
service attack.

(vii). Slow-Loris
Slow-Loris is a tool that allows an attacker to use fewer resources 
during an attack. During the attack, connections to the victim 
machine will be opened with partial requests and are allowed to 
stay open for the maximum time possible.

(viii). Degradation of Service Attacks
The purpose of this attack is to slow server response times. A 
DDOS attack seeks to take a website or server offline. Zombie 
computers flood a target machine with malicious traffic that will 
degrade performance and page-loading issues. 

(ix). Unintentional Attack
Unintended distributed denial of service attack happens when a 
spike causes a server unable to handle all of the incoming requests. 
The more traffic that occurs, the more resources has to be used. 
This causes web pages to timeout when loading and finally the 
server will fail to respond and go offline.

(x). Application Level Attacks
These attacks focus on the areas that have more vulnerability.  
Instead to crush the entire server, an attacker focuses their attack 
on one or a few applications. Web-based email applications, Word-
Press and forum software are examples of application specific 
targets.

2. Detection and Prevention Of DDOS Attacks
On the basis of IP behavioral analysis, a new DDOS detection 
system is introduced. For each IP user, system will maintain 
records for every IP user’s sending and receiving traffic and check 
whether its activities meets the normal principles. A non-parameter 
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CUSUM algorithm is used to detect the abnormal behavior of each 
IP user. After differentiating the attacker, the system will block 
its traffic and forward the normal user packets [5].
A two-tier coordination approach is another technique used for 
detecting and mitigating DDOS attacks. It can be used to identify 
and separate the malicious traffic using proactive tests. The second 
tier traffic filter performs online monitoring on queue length status 
with Random Early Detection/ Drop-tail mechanism for incoming 
traffic [2].
A Hop Count Filtering technique is used to detect the attack and 
to drop the spoofed IP packet [18]. HCF can be well implemented 
inside the Linux kernel. It is an effective solution in protecting 
Internet servers against spoofed IP packets. HCF is deployable 
in end systems.
A distributed framework is defined to protect against DDOS 
attacks. It has three major components: detection, trace-back, 
and traffic control. A detection component detects changes made 
to the incoming traffic to identify hidden attacks. The trace-back 
component is used to identify the addresses of routers at the source 
end of the attack which is helpful in analyzing the incoming traffic. 
If an attack is to be found, the trace-back component signals the 
edge routers at the source end using the Fast Internet Trace-back 
method. The defense system at the target end then sends alert 
messages to source-end nodes [6].

III. Proposed System
The RBAC model [7–10] is flexible and mostly close to the 
organizational model used in firms. Access rights are provided 
to roles, and roles are assigned to users. Mainly the role combines 
users and privileges [13].
In this work we have implemented the Role based access control. 
Roles play the main part in RBAC. The complexity of RBAC 
system basically defines how roles are represented and managed. 
The representation of the roles mainly depends on the organization. 
Distributed Denial of Service attack is a critical problem for any 
kind of server. Different type of mechanisms have been already 
implemented to detect and prevent DDOS attack such as Third 
Party Authentication (TPA) was integrated with access control 
mechanism but it was not greatly worked because TPA had to 
outsourced to some third party that was result in higher cost and 
moreover the system was totally relay on third party that effects 
the reliability of the system. The proposed method deals with 
integrated authentication that helps in the prevention of server 
from illegal access so that the number of request to the server 
decreases. One further point, in which, if the DDOS attack happens 
then what are the methods that can be used to prevent these attacks. 
For the same principle, an integrated authentication mechanism 
can be used, for which a MAC number would be associated with 
every data which would be helpful to check whether the data which 
has been uploaded before attack happen has been same or not.

A. The Main Components of Proposed RBAC are:

1. User
User can access their services according to their roles

2. Authentication and Role Set assignment
In this step a login page appears to the user where user enters his/
her user id and password. If this user’s id and password is matched 
with the administrator database entries stored in the Knowledge 
Base, then the user is moved to next step of role assignment where 
the username and the corresponding Role Set is defined.

3. Role Assignments
User can select one of the roles from the Role set. The role selected 
is assigned, if at that time, the same role is not associated with 
another user. The rights with the assigned role are then fetched 
from the Knowledge Base having the ontology for RBAC.

4. Knowledge Base
Knowledge Base is having the administrator’s data which can 
be used for authenticating the user and providing him with the 
Role Set.
The main Block diagram for the proposed model is as:

Fig. 4: Authentication Role

B. Proposed Ontology Model in the Cloud Computing 
Environment

The user’s role can be dynamically and partially delegated • 
by changing permission.
Constraints on the authorized role can be defined for dynamic • 
access control.
Objects, conditions, and obligations for data retrieval can • 
be considered 
Data access can be rejected whenever wanted.• 
Access control is based on location and equipment needs.• 
The key important factor is the prevention of any misuse of • 
access rights.

In the ontology designed, there are two roles:
ADMIN: that can upload the data
USER: There are three types of users:

NORMAL-lowest priority1. 
EXTENDED- high priority2. 
PREMIUM- highest priority3. 
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Upload the file• 
Encryption is done using DES algorithm• 
Uploaded file can be text, audio, video, image file.• 
Normal user can only access or download the TEXT files.• 
Extended user can update or download audio, image, text • 
file.
Premium user can update, modify or download the entire file • 
whether it is text, image, audio and video file.
There is a limitation on the user, that he can do the transactions • 
5 times per day only.

Fig. 5: Ontology Proposed Model

IV. Results

Fig. 6: Parameters Calculated for the Text File in the Existing 
RBAC Model.

Fig. 7: Parameters Calculated for the Text File in the Proposed 
RBAC Model

Table 1: Comparsion of Different Parameters for Text File

Fig. 8: Parameters Calculated for an Audio File 
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Table 2: Percentage Value for Different Parameters While Accesing 
an Audio File

Fig. 9: Parameters calculated for an image file

Table 3: Percentage Value for Different Parameters While 
Accessing an Image File

Fig. 10: Parameters Calculated for Video File 

Table 4: Percentage value for Different Parameters While 
Accessing Video File

Fig. 11: Implementation of DDOS Attack by Sending the Same 
no. of Requests by Attacker at Target Site
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Fig. 12: Detection and Prevention of DDOS Attack by disconnecting 
attacker from the server so that he will not be able to send anymore 
request to the server

V. Conclusion
The challenges of cloud computing require the design of 
authorization and access control schemes. In this paper, the design 
goals of authorization and access control schemes, and a system 
model that fulfills the design goals, under which a distributed 
scheme is proposed. Then analyze the security of our scheme by 
checking their fulfillment of our design goals. Finally, evaluate 
the efficiency of our scheme theoretically and experimentally. 
The results show that scheme is quite improved, because it can 
reduce the burden on the authorization server by separating 
the authorization process from the access control process, and 
releasing the authorization server from the access control process. 
Therefore, the Denial-of-Service attacks on the authorization 
server during access control process are avoided.
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